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1D TRIPLE BUBBLE PROBLEM WITH LOG-CONVEX DENSITY
NAT SOTHANAPHAN
Abstract. We prove that for a symmetric, strictly log-convex density on the real line,
there are four possible types of perimeter-minimizing triple bubbles. This extends the work
of Bongiovanni et al. [Bo], which shows that there are two possible types of perimeter-
minimizing double bubbles.
Keywords: triple bubble; density; isoperimetric
1. Introduction
The log-convex density theorem proved by Chambers [Ch] states that on RN with smooth,
radially symmetric, log-convex density, a sphere centered at the origin is perimeter minimiz-
ing for a given volume. We seek the corresponding least-perimeter way to enclose and
separate many given volumes, the perimeter-minimizing n-bubble. In our previous work
[Bo], we showed that for double bubbles on R with symmetric, strictly log-convex density,
there are two possible types of perimeter minimizers shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The two types of perimeter-minimizing double bubbles on R with
symmetric, strictly log-convex density for given volumes V1 ≤ V2.
This paper extends the techniques of our previous work [Bo] to characterize triple bubbles
on R with symmetric, strictly log-convex density. Our main result is stated in Theorem 1.1:
there are four possible types of perimeter-minimizing triple bubbles illustrated in Figure 2.
We also prove that minimizers of each of the four types exist using numerical computation.
Theorem 1.1. On R with symmetric, log-convex density that is uniquely minimized at the
origin and prescribed volumes V1 ≤ V2 ≤ V3, a perimeter-minimizing triple bubble is, up
to reflection, of one of the four types: 213, 3123, 2313, and 32123, as shown in Figure 2.
Moreover, there exists a symmetric, strictly log-convex, C1 density such that each of the four
types is perimeter minimizing for some prescribed volumes.
The isoperimetric problem with density was studied by Bobkov and Houdre´ [BH] and
Bayle [Ba]. An important case is RN with smooth, radially symmetric, log-convex density,
where the log-convex density theorem, conjectured by Rosales et al. [RCBM] and proved by
Chambers [Ch], states that spheres centered at the origin are isoperimetric.
The double bubble theorem [Mo, Chapt. 14] states that in RN , the standard double bubble
consisting of three spherical caps meeting at 120 degrees is the least-perimeter double bubble.
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Figure 2. The four types—213, 3123, 2313, and 32123—of perimeter-
minimizing triple bubbles with prescribed volumes V1 ≤ V2 ≤ V3. The label
n means that the corresponding component is part of the bubble with volume
Vn.
Figure 3. Numerical proof of the existence of four types of minimizers for
the density f2 of Section 5. Colors correspond to types as: purple = 213; blue
= 3123; green = 2313; yellow = 32123. See more information in Figure 7.
This was proven in R3 by Hutchings et al. [HMRR] and in RN by Reichardt [Re]. There are
results on double bubbles in the sphere SN , hyperbolic space HN , flat tori T2 and T3, and
Gauss space (Euclidean space with density e−r
2
); see [Mo, Chapt. 19]. Recently, Milman and
Neeman [MN] proved the Gaussian double bubble conjecture, which states that the solution
is three halfspaces meeting at 120 degrees.
For more than two bubbles, Wichiramala [Wi] proved the triple bubble conjecture in R2
that the standard triple bubble is perimeter minimizing. Milman and Neeman [MN2] also
recently proved the Gaussian multi-bubble conjecture.
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Bongiovanni et al. [Bo] solved the double bubble problem on R with smooth, symmetric,
strictly log-convex density f and characterized the transitions of minimizers when (log f)′
is unbounded. The author [So] extended the characterization to the case where (log f)′ is
bounded.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives results on structures of n-bubbles on R
that improve on those of Bongiovanni et al. [Bo]. In particular, we show that a perimeter-
minimizing n-bubble must be a “standard nested bubble,” defined in Definition 2.2.
In Section 3, under the mild condition that the density is nonincreasing on (−∞, 0] and
nondecreasing on [0,∞), we narrow down the types of perimeter-minimizing triple bubbles
to ten possible types. Some arguments in this section are based on personal communication
with Antonio Can˜ete.
Section 4 proves our main result that there are four types of perimeter-minimizing triple
bubbles under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. We show this result by arguments based on
rearrangements and equilibrium conditions and draw from tools developed by Bongiovanni
et al. [Bo].
Section 5 gives numerical proof of the existence of all four types of minimizers for a certain
symmetric, strictly log-convex density. The code used for this purpose is more efficient than
the one used in our previous work [Bo]. The plots obtained will also be useful in forming
conjectures in Section 6.
Finally, we state in Section 6 conjectures on transitions of minimizers as volumes vary,
which may serve as a basis for further work.
Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Antonio Can˜ete, Eliot Bongiovanni, and Frank
Morgan for discussions on this problem. Antonio Can˜ete initiated the discussion, contributed
questions and arguments, and gave comments on a draft of this paper; Eliot Bongiovanni
came up with conjectures and made progress in various directions; and Frank Morgan gave
comments on my arguments and the writing of this paper.
2. n-Bubble Structure
In this section, we study perimeter-minimizing n-bubbles on R with a density that is
nonincreasing on (−∞, 0] and nondecreasing on [0,∞). Our results show that a perimeter-
minimizing n-bubble must be a “standard nested bubble”: standard multi-bubbles contained
within one another and defined in Definition 2.2. This improves on the results of Bongiovanni
et al. [Bo, Prop. 3.8]. Figure 4 shows an example of a 2D nested bubble, and Figure 5 gives
an example of a 1D nested bubble.
We start with definitions. Consider a perimeter-minimizing n-bubble on R with prescribed
volumes V1 ≤ V2 ≤ · · · ≤ Vn. The bubble with volume Va is called “bubble a.” If bubble
a has one component, let Ra denote this component. If bubble a has two components,
let R`a and R
r
a denote the left and right components and V
`
a and V
r
a denote their volumes,
respectively. The following two definitions are only for 1D n-bubbles.
Definition 2.1. On R with density, a standard n-bubble is an n-bubble with contiguous
components in equilibrium where every bubble has one component.
Definition 2.2. Let k1, . . . , km be positive integers. An n-bubble B is a standard nested
bubble of type (k1, . . . , km) if there are standard ki-bubbles Bi with disjoint boundaries such
that
(1) The boundary points of B consist exactly of the boundary points of the Bi’s;
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Figure 4. 2D nested bubble of type (3,2,4).
Figure 5. 1D standard nested bubble of type (2, 3, 1), defined in Definition 2.2.
(2) Bi+1 is contained in a single component of Bi;
(3) In B, the components to the left and right of Bi for i > 1 are a single bubble, and
no other bubbles of B have more than one component.
See Figure 5. Notice that for a standard nested n-bubble of type (k1, . . . , km), the ki’s are
uniquely determined and sum to n. The triple interval [Bo, Def. 4.1] on the right-hand side
of Figure 1 is a standard nested bubble of type (1, 1).
It is easily seen that the requirements for an n-bubble B to be a standard nested bubble
is equivalent to the following.
(i) B consists of contiguous intervals;
(ii) Every bubble of B has at most two components;
(iii) If bubbles a and b both have two components, then the order of their components is
either R`a, R
`
b, R
r
b , R
r
a or R
`
b, R
`
a, R
r
a, R
r
b .
We now prove the following proposition on the structure of 1D perimeter-minimizing n-
bubbles.
Proposition 2.3. On R with continuous density that is nonincreasing on (−∞, 0] and non-
decreasing on [0,∞), a perimeter-minimizing n-bubble is a standard nested bubble.
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Proof. We show that any perimeter-minimizing n-bubble satisfies conditions (i)–(iii) stated
above. Point (i) follows from [Bo, Prop. 3.5], and point (ii) follows from [Bo, Lemma 3.7].
It remains to verify point (iii).
Without loss of generality, let R`a be the leftmost of the four components. By [Bo,
Lemma 3.7], any left component must be to the left of any right component, so the order
R`a, R
r
a, R
`
b, R
r
b is impossible. Finally, we show that an n-bubble with the order R
`
a, R
`
b, R
r
a, R
r
b
is not perimeter-minimizing by an argument similar to the proof of [Bo, Prop. 3.8]. Move
all components and boundary points between R`a and R
`
b to the right and all components
and boundary points between Rra and R
r
b to the left in such a way as to preserve volumes
of bubbles. By [Bo, Lemma 3.7], perimeter does not increase during the move. But when
one of R`b or R
r
a disappears, the perimeter will decrease. Therefore the only possible order is
R`a, R
`
b, R
r
b , R
r
a. 
Proposition 2.3 indeed improves on our previous characterizations of perimeter-minimizing
n-bubbles, as it immediately implies [Bo, Prop. 3.8].
We close this section with two conjectures. First, we think that the characterization in
Proposition 2.3 is optimal in the sense that a standard nested bubble of every type can be
perimeter minimizing. This is stated in Conjecture 2.4. Our previous work [Bo, Thm. 4.15]
proved this for double bubbles and Section 5 proves it for triple bubbles.
Conjecture 2.4. For any positive integers n and k1, . . . , km that sum to n, a standard
nested bubble of type (k1, . . . , km) is a perimeter-minimizing n-bubble for some symmetric,
log-convex density on R and some prescribed volumes.
Finally, Proposition 2.3 might be true in higher dimensions for smooth, radially symmetric,
strictly log-convex densities, for an appropriate notion of “standard nested bubble.” This is
stated in Conjecture 2.5. The case of single bubbles is the log-convex density theorem [Ch],
and the case of double bubbles was conjectured in our previous work [Bo, Conj. 7.1].
Conjecture 2.5. On RN with smooth, radially symmetric, strictly log-convex density, a
perimeter-minimizing n-bubble is a standard nested bubble.
3. Triple Bubbles Under Mild Conditions on Density
We now focus on perimeter-minimizing triple bubbles on R. Let the notation
| I1 | I2 | · · · | Im |,
where Ii’s are compact intervals, denote a multi-bubble with contiguous components I1, I2, . . . , Im
from left to right in this order. By Proposition 2.3 applied to triple bubbles, the following is
immediate.
Proposition 3.1. On R with continuous density that is nonincreasing on (−∞, 0] and non-
decreasing on [0,∞), a perimeter-minimizing triple bubble is, up to reflection, of one of the
forms:
(1) | Ra | Rb | Rc |; (2) | R`a | Rb | Rc | Rra |;
(3) | Ra | R`b | Rc | Rrb |; (4) | R`a | R`b | Rc | Rrb | Rra |,
where {a, b, c} = {1, 2, 3}.
To further reduce the number of possibilities, we will use the following lemma. The idea
for this lemma comes from arguments of Antonio Can˜ete.
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Lemma 3.2 (Interval Squeezing). Let f be a positive function that is nonincreasing on
(−∞, 0] and nondecreasing on [0,∞). Suppose that x0 ≤ x1 ≤ · · · ≤ xn with yi ∈ [xi−1, xi].
Then f(x0) + · · ·+ f(xn) > f(y1) + · · ·+ f(yn).
Proof. We proceed by induction. The case n = 0 is obvious. For n ≥ 1, if y1 ≥ 0, then
f(xi) ≥ f(yi) and f(x0) > 0, so the inequality holds. If y1 < 0, then f(x0) ≥ f(y1), and we
can apply the induction hypothesis. 
By using Lemma 3.2, we can strengthen Proposition 3.1 as follows.
Proposition 3.3. On R with continuous density that is nonincreasing on (−∞, 0] and non-
decreasing on [0,∞), a perimeter-minimizing triple bubble is, up to reflection, of one of the
forms:
(1) | R2 | R1 | R3 |, | R1 | R2 | R3 |, | R1 | R3 | R2 |;
(2) | R`3 | R1 | R2 | Rr3 |, | R`2 | R1 | R3 | Rr2 |;
(3) | R2 | R`3 | R1 | Rr3 |, | R1 | R`3 | R2 | Rr3 |, | R3 | R`2 | R1 | Rr2 |;
(4) | R`3 | R`2 | R1 | Rr2 | Rr3 |, | R`2 | R`3 | R1 | Rr3 | Rr2 |.
Proof. We need to rule out some cases from Proposition 3.1 as not perimeter minimizing.
(2): We eliminate | R`1 | R2 | R3 | Rr1 |. Let the boundary points be x0 < x1 < x2 <
x3 < x4. Switch R
`
1 with R2 and R3 with R
r
1 to get | R2 | R1 | R3 | with boundary points
x0 < y1 < y2 < x4. Then y1 ∈ [x1, x2] and y2 ∈ [x2, x3]. By Lemma 3.2, f(x1) + f(x2) +
f(x3) > f(y1) + f(y2), so the original configuration is not perimeter minimizing.
(3): We rule out | Ra | R`b | Rc | Rrb | with b < c. Switch Rc and Rrb to get | Ra | Rb | Rc |.
Then two boundary points disappear and one new boundary point appears between them.
By Lemma 3.2, the new configuration has less perimeter than the original one.
(4): We rule out | R`a | R`b | Rc | Rrb | Rra | with b < c, and | R`1 | R`3 | R2 | Rr3 | Rr1 |. For
the first one, switch Rc and R
r
b and use a similar argument as in case (3). For the second
one, assume by symmetry that V `1 ≤ V r3 . Then compare with | R2 | R3 | R1 | with the same
leftmost and rightmost boundary points using Lemma 3.2. To make the comparison, ignore
the right endpoint of R`3. 
We do not know whether more types can be eliminated from Proposition 3.3 without
more conditions on the density. For completeness, we include a double bubble counterpart
of Proposition 3.3 that generalizes [Bo, Prop. 4.6].
Proposition 3.4. On R with continuous density that is nonincreasing on (−∞, 0] and non-
decreasing on [0,∞), a perimeter-minimizing double bubble is, up to reflection, of the form
| R1 | R2 | or | R`2 | R1 | Rr2 | .
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, a perimeter minimizer must be a standard nested bubble. Thus
we only need to rule out | R`1 | R2 | Rr1 |. Indeed, switching R2 and Rr1 yields a configuration
with less perimeter by Lemma 3.2. 
Notice that in Propositions 3.3 and 3.4, the smallest bubble always has one component. We
suspect that this may be true for n-bubbles for any n, as stated in the following conjecture.
Conjecture 3.5. On R with continuous density that is nonincreasing on (−∞, 0] and non-
decreasing on [0,∞), in a perimeter-minimizing n-bubble, the smallest volume, if it is unique,
is contained in one component.
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4. Triple Bubbles Under Log-Convex Density
Our goal in this section is to reduce the ten types of Proposition 3.3 to the four types
of Figure 2. To do so, we assume that the density is symmetric, log-convex, and uniquely
minimized at the origin. Symmetry and log-convexity are not enough: the type | R1 | R2 |
R3 | is perimeter minimizing for a constant density. It is easily seen that this condition is
weaker than symmetry and strict log-convexity. It is in fact strictly weaker, as the density
e|x| satisfies it but is not strictly log-convex. An equivalent condition is that the density is
symmetric, log-convex, strictly decreasing on (−∞, 0], and strictly increasing on [0,∞).
Recall that a convex function g has left and right derivatives, which we denote by g′L and
g′R. Given a density f , define the volume coordinate by
V =
∫ x
0
f,
where x is the positional coordinate. By [Bo, Lemma 4.2], f is log-convex if and only if it is
convex in volume coordinates, in which case (log f)′L(x) = f
′
L(V ) and (log f)
′
R(x) = f
′
R(V ).
The following lemma is a piece of logic that will be used in Proposition 4.2.
Lemma 4.1. Let f be a symmetric and log-convex density on R. In volume coordinates,
f ′R(v1) + f
′
R(v2) > 0 implies v1 + v2 ≥ 0, and v1 + v2 > 0 implies f ′L(v1) + f ′L(v2) ≥ 0.
Proof. Observe that f ′L(−v) = −f ′R(v) by symmetry and v > w implies f ′L(v) ≥ f ′R(w) by
convexity in volume coordinates. Hence
v1 + v2 < 0 =⇒ −v2 > v1 =⇒ f ′L(−v2) ≥ f ′R(v1)
=⇒ −f ′R(v2) ≥ f ′R(v1) =⇒ f ′R(v1) + f ′R(v2) ≤ 0,
implying the first conclusion. The second conclusion follows by replacing v1 and v2 with −v1
and −v2. 
We now show that for a symmetric, log-convex density that is uniquely minimized at the
origin, only one type from each group in Proposition 3.3 can be perimeter minimizing.
Proposition 4.2. On R with symmetric, log-convex density that is uniquely minimized at
the origin, a perimeter-minimizing triple bubble is, up to reflection, of one of the forms:
(1) | R2 | R1 | R3 |; (2) | R`3 | R1 | R2 | Rr3 |;
(3) | R2 | R`3 | R1 | Rr3 |; (4) | R`3 | R`2 | R1 | Rr2 | Rr3 | .
Proof. We need to eliminate more types from Proposition 3.3 as not perimeter minimizing.
Let f be the density. Recall that f is strictly decreasing on (−∞, 0] and strictly increasing
on [0,∞). Notice that, in volume coordinates, f ′L(v) > 0 if v > 0 and f ′R(v) < 0 if v < 0.
(4): We rule out | R`2 | R`3 | R1 | Rr3 | Rr2 | with V2 < V3. By [Bo, Lemma 3.7], 0 ∈ R1. We
now try switching bubbles 2 and 3. Consider the configuration | R`′3 | R`′2 | R1 | Rr′2 | Rr′3 |,
where the outer boundary points and R1 do not move, and the volumes are split so that
V `2 < V
`′
3 < V
`
2 + V
`
3 and V
r
2 < V
r′
3 < V
r
2 + V
r
3 . It is easy to see that this configuration has
less perimeter than the original one.
(3): We show that if | Ra | R`b | Rc | Rrb | is perimeter minimizing, then Vb ≥ Va ≥ Vc. By
[Bo, Lemma 3.7], 0 ∈ Rc. Switching Ra and R`b shows that Va ≥ V `b . Switching R`b with Rc
allows us to conclude by Lemma 3.2 that V `b ≥ Vc. Thus Va ≥ V `b ≥ Vc.
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It remains to show that Vb ≥ Va. In volume coordinates, let the boundary points be
w0, w1, w2, w3, w4. By the equilibrium condition [Bo, Rmk. 3.4],
f ′R(w0) + f
′
R(w1) + f
′
R(w4) ≥ 0.
Since 0 ∈ Rc, w1 < 0, so f ′R(w1) < 0 and hence f ′R(w0) + f ′R(w4) > 0. By Lemma 4.1,
w0 + w4 ≥ 0. Since w2 ≤ 0, w0 ≤ −Va − V `b and w4 ≤ Vc + V rb , and so Vc + V rb ≥ Va + V `b .
Finally, Vc ≤ V `b implies that V rb ≥ Va, so Vb ≥ Va as required.
(2): We show that if | R`a | Rb | Rc | Rra | is perimeter minimizing, then Va ≥ Vb and
Va ≥ Vc. By [Bo, Lemma 3.7], 0 ∈ Rb ∪ Rc. Assume by symmetry that 0 ∈ Rb. Switching
Rc and R
r
a gives V
r
a ≥ Vc, and so Va ≥ Vc.
It remains to show that Va ≥ Vb. Let the endpoints in volume coordinates be w0, w1, w2, w3, w4.
By switching R`a and Rb and noting that the new boundary point must be no closer to the
origin than the old one, either V `a ≥ Vb or w2 − V `a ≥ −w1. In the first case, Va ≥ Vb, as
desired. In the second case, w1+w2 ≥ V `a > 0. By Lemma 4.1, f ′L(w1)+f ′L(w2) ≥ 0. Because
w3 > 0, f
′
L(w3) > 0. Combining these gives f
′
L(w1) + f
′
L(w2) + f
′
L(w3) > 0, contradicting the
equilibrium condition f ′L(w1) + f
′
L(w2) + f
′
L(w3) ≤ 0.
(1): We show that if | Ra | Rb | Rc | is perimeter minimizing, then Va ≥ Vb and Vc ≥
Vb. Let the endpoints in volume coordinates be w0, w1, w2, w3. Assume by symmetry that
w1 + w2 ≥ 0. In particular, w2 ≥ 0. Now switching Rb and Rc gives either Vc ≥ Vb or
w1 + Vc ≤ −w2. But the second case implies that w1 + w2 ≤ −Vc < 0, contradiction. Hence
Vc ≥ Vb.
It remains to show that Va ≥ Vb. Suppose for contradiction that Vb > Va. We know that
0 ∈ Ra ∪ Rb. If 0 ∈ Ra, then moving Rc to the left of Ra strictly decreases perimeter. So
0 ∈ Rb. By switching Ra and Rb, either Va ≥ Vb or w2 − Va ≥ −w1. The first case is a
contradiction, so the second case holds. Because w1 +w2 ≥ Va > 0, Lemma 4.1 implies that
f ′L(w1) +f
′
L(w2) ≥ 0. Since Vc ≥ Vb > Va, w3−w2 > w1−w0, and so w0 +w3 > w1 +w2 > 0.
By Lemma 4.1, f ′L(w0) + f
′
L(w3) ≥ 0. Now the equilibrium condition
f ′L(w0) + f
′
L(w1) + f
′
L(w2) + f
′
L(w3) ≤ 0
implies that f ′L(w1)+f
′
L(w2) = f
′
L(w0)+f
′
L(w3) = 0. Thus f
′
R(−w1) = f ′L(w2) and f ′R(−w0) =
f ′L(w3).
If the density is strictly log-convex, then −w1 = w2 and −w0 = w3, and so Va = Vc ≥ Vb,
contradiction. But further arguments are needed in the general case. By convexity, f in
volume coordinates is linear on the intervals [−w1, w2] and [−w0, w3]. Recall that w0 +w3 >
w1+w2 > 0. Move all boundary points to the left while preserving volumes until w1+w2 = 0.
Along the way, if we use primes to indicate moved boundary points, −w1 ≤ −w′1 ≤ w′2 ≤ w2
and −w0 ≤ −w′0 ≤ w′3 ≤ w3. By linearity of f , perimeter does not change during the move.
But now switching Ra and Rb after the move strictly decreases perimeter, a contradiction.
Therefore Va ≥ Vb. 
Observe that the conclusion of Proposition 4.2 does not hold for a symmetric, log-convex
density that is not uniquely minimized at the origin. Indeed, such a density attains its
minimum on some open interval containing the origin. So the type | R1 | R2 | R3 | with all
boundary points near the origin is perimeter minimizing.
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5. Numerical Plots of Minimizers
In the previous section, we show that there can only be four types of perimeter-minimizing
triple bubbles for a symmetric, log-convex density that is uniquely minimized at the origin.
We prove in this section that no more types can be ruled out, completing the proof of The-
orem 1.1. Specifically, we show via numerical computation that for a certain symmetric,
strictly log-convex, C1 density, each of the four types of Proposition 4.2 is perimeter min-
imizing for some prescribed volumes. We designate the four types as 213, 3123, 2313, and
32123, as in Figure 2.
5.1. Implementation. We outline how to compute equilibria of the four types. The fol-
lowing proposition shows how to compute a standard n-bubble for given volumes.
Proposition 5.1. On R with a symmetric, strictly log-convex, C1 density f , a standard
n-bubble enclosing volumes V1, . . . , Vn from left to right in this order exists and is unique. In
volume coordinates, its leftmost boundary point V˜ is the unique solution to
(5.1) f ′(V˜ ) + f ′(V˜ + V1) + · · ·+ f ′(V˜ + V1 + · · ·+ Vn) = 0, V˜ ∈ [−V1 − · · · − Vn, 0].
Proof. Equation (5.1) is the equilibrium condition [Bo, Cor. 3.3]. The conclusion follows
from the fact that its left-hand side is strictly increasing in V˜ due to strict convexity, is
negative for V˜ = −V1 − · · · − Vn, and is positive for V˜ = 0. 
From Proposition 5.1, if f ′ is given symbolically in volume coordinates, we can effciently
solve for a standard n-bubble using bisection search.
The next proposition considers existence and uniqueness of equilibria of the four types.
Proposition 5.2. Consider R with a symmetric, strictly log-convex, C1 density f and pre-
scribed volumes V1 ≤ V2 ≤ V3. An equilibrium of each of the types 213, 3123, and 32123 exists
and is unique. An equilibrium of type 2313 exists and is unique if, in volume coordinates,
f ′
(
V3 +
V1
2
)
> f ′
(
V2 +
V1
2
)
+ f ′
(
V1
2
)
,
and does not exist otherwise.
Proof. Notice that each equilibrium is a standard nested bubble. By Proposition 5.1, its
constitutent standard bubbles exist and are unique. So an equilibrium exists and is unique
if the standard bubbles are properly nested, and does not exist otherwise.
Equilibria of types 213 and 32123 are easily seen to be properly nested. To check that an
equilibrium of type 3123 is properly nested, apply [Bo, Lemma 4.8] to the inner standard
bubble. Finally, to derive conditions for an equilibrium of type 2313 to be properly nested,
use the equilibrium condition (5.1) for the outer standard bubble and the fact that its left-
hand side is strictly increasing in V˜ . 
Given a density and prescribed volumes, we can compute perimeters of equilibria of the
four types by first checking for existence using Proposition 5.2 and then solving for the
constituent standard bubbles using Proposition 5.1. We can then generate 3D plots of types
of perimeter minimizers as prescribed volumes vary, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. A 3D plot
is represented as an animation of 2D plots, with V2 and V3 being spatial axes and V1 varying
in time.
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We plot only the region where V1 ≤ V2 ≤ V3, and the complement of this region is left as an
empty space. To prevent rounding errors, we plot a point only if the perimeter-minimizing
type has perimeter at least 10−4 less than those of the other types, and we leave the point an
empty space otherwise. In the top left plot of Figure 7, the white stripe between the green
and purple regions is a result of this.
Solving for equilibria using volume coordinates is more efficient than doing so using posi-
tional coordinates as in our previous paper [Bo]. Indeed, a plot in this paper has more than
107 points and the plot in our previous paper [Bo, Fig. 9] has 104 points, but both take on
the order of 30 minutes to generate. We also use a faster language, Julia, while our previous
paper used Mathematica. This accounts for some of the speedup.
5.2. Results. We generate plots of two densities, to illustrate two phenomena that can
occur. The first density is
(5.2) f1(V ) = |V |
√
log(|V |+ 1) + 1.
We can check that f1 is strictly log-convex and C
1. The idea behind f1 is that we are
trying to simulate the Borell density f(x) = ex
2
in the asymptotics. By the Fundamental
Bounding Lemma 6.3 in [Bo], the Borell density grows asymptotically as |V |√log |V | in
volume coordinates. Then we put in the “plus 1” to make the density well-defined and
positive. For f1, only 3 types of minimizers, except 2313, can be visually identified. (This
is not a proof that the other type does not occur). Figure 6 provides snapshots of the plot
and their descriptions.
Figure 6. Snapshots from the animation (https://github.com/natso26/
triple-bubbles/raw/master/triple.mp4) of 3D triple bubble type as a
function of the three prescribed volumes V1, V2, V3 for the density f1 (5.2).
Note that the V2 and V3 axes are on different scales. Colors correspond to
types as: purple = 213; blue = 3123; yellow = 32123. The white areas near
the axes are regions where V1 ≤ V2 ≤ V3 is not satisfied and so nothing is
drawn. As V1 increases, the blue region pushes the yellow region to the right,
while the purple region slowly rises.
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From the plot of the density f1, one might wonder whether the type 2313 can ever be
perimeter minimizing. It turns out that this can happen if the density at the origin decreases.
Consider the second density
(5.3) f2(V ) = |V |
√
log(|V |+ 1) + 0.01,
which is a translate of f1. For f2, all four types in Proposition 4.2 can be perimeter mini-
mizing. Nevertheless, the type 2313 can only be seen for small V1, so the V1 (time) axis is
plotted on a logarithmic scale. Figure 7 shows snapshots of the plot and their descriptions.
Based on the animation, I also attempt to sketch the 3D plot in Figure 8.
Table 1 shows that all four types can be perimeter minimizing for the density f2.
(V1, V2, V3) Type 213 Type 3123 Type 2313 Type 32123
(5, 100, 500) 1479.6294773 1667.8737745 Not exist 1661.4875997
(5, 40, 2000) 5608.7794571 5467.6249803 Not exist 5469.4347271
(0.01, 100, 1500) 4271.5195673 4351.3210336 4271.5168203 4335.5242035
(2, 80, 2500) 7167.5032872 7080.5694767 Not exist 7071.1211666
Table 1. Prescribed volumes (V1, V2, V3) for which each of the four types are
perimeter minimizing for the density f2 (5.3). The numbers in the tables are
perimeters of equilibria of each type.
In Figures 6 and 7, the boundaries between the blue and yellow regions are straight lines.
In the (V1, V2) coordinates, they are tie curves between the double bubbles 12 and 212 as
studied in [Bo].
Code and animation for these two densities can be found at my GitHub repository https:
//github.com/natso26/triple-bubbles. The code is written in Julia. To run the code,
follow the instructions in the repository to run it in http://www.juliabox.com.
Therefore, based on Proposition 4.2 and the work in this section, we conclude that Theorem
1.1 holds.
6. Further Work
In this work, we completely determined the possible types of perimeter-minimizing triple
bubbles for symmetric, strictly log-convex densities. Nevertheless, there remains many unan-
swered questions about transitions between different types. In particular, many conjectures
can be formulated based on the sketch in Figure 8. To list some questions and conjectures:
(1) Possible types. For some densities, there are only three types of minimizers (all
except 2313), as conjectured to be the case for the density f1 (5.2); for other densities,
all four types of minimizers occur, as is the case for the density f2 (5.3). Can there
be other sets of possible perimeter-minimizing types?
(2) Nature of tie surfaces. The tie surfaces, that is, the set where at least two types of
minimizers have equal perimeter, are really surfaces: multiple 2D manifolds stitched
together. Moreover, for Ck densities, they are Ck manifolds (except where they
meet). Furthermore, are there only three surfaces stitched together as in Figure 8,
or is this an illusion created by some surfaces meeting at nearly 180 degrees?
(3) Boundedness of regions. The region for type 2313, if it exists, is bounded. The
regions for other types are never bounded.
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Figure 7. Snapshots from the animation (https://github.com/natso26/
triple-bubbles/raw/master/triple2.mp4) of 3D triple bubble type as a
function of the three prescribed volumes V1, V2, V3 for the density f2 (5.3).
The V2 and V3 axes are on different scales. Colors correspond to types as:
purple = 213; blue = 3123; green = 2313; yellow = 32123. The white areas
near the axes are regions where V1 ≤ V2 ≤ V3 is not satisfied and so nothing
is drawn. The white stripes near the transition boundaries are regions where
the difference between a perimeter-minimizing type and another type does not
exceed 10−4 and so nothing is drawn to guard against rounding errors.
In this animation, V1 increases exponentially. As V1 increases, the purple
region first squeezes the green region out of existence; then the blue region
emerges and pushes the yellow region to the right while the purple region
slowly rises. The green region can only be seen when V1 is small (less than
0.05).
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(4) When some volumes are equal. If V2 = V3, then the minimizer is of type 213. If
V1 = V2, then as V3 increases, the minimizer transitions from type 213 to type 3123.
(5) When volumes are large. For each V1, for V2 large (as a function of V1), for V3
large (as a function of V1 and V2), the minimizer is of type 32123.
(6) Transitions when volumes increase. There is a constant λ0, a function λ1(V1),
and functions λ2313(V1) and λ
′
2313(V1) for V1 ≤ λ0 with the following properties:
• If V2 < λ1(V1), then as V3 increases, the minimizer transitions from type 213 to
type 3123.
• If V2 > λ1(V1), V1 < λ0, and λ2313(V1) < V2 < λ′2313(V1), then as V3 increases,
the minimizer transitions from type 213 to type 2313 and then to type 3123.
• If V2 > λ1(V1) and either V1 > λ0, V2 < λ2313(V1), or V2 > λ′2313(V1), then the
minimizer transitions only from type 213 to type 3123.
See Figure 8.
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Figure 8. A rough sketch of 3D triple bubble type as a function of the three
prescribed volumes V1, V2, V3 for the density f2 (5.3). The axes are not on the
same scale, and the scale for the V1 axis is nonlinear just as in the animation.
I do not claim any accuracy of this sketch. The transition boundaries seem
to be made up of three surfaces stitched together. The green (2313) region is
possibly bounded; if so, this is the first instance of a bounded region for 1D
n-bubbles. Section 6 provides more conjectures.
